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(1-5)Study the following pie chart or diagram that given the percentage of tourists from various
countries who visited different countries in 2010.
Others 7%
China 10%

UAE 15%

England
30%
America 20%

FRANCE 18%

Answer the following Questions
1. What does this pie chart depict?
2. Where do the maximum number of tourists came from?
3. What is the percentage at tourists from china?
A) 10

B) 12

C)28

4. If there were 1000 tourists, how many came from France?
A)140

B) 180

C) 200

5. Which of the following statements is true according to the information provided in the above pie
chart?
A) The Percentage of tourists from America and England put together is 50.
B) The Percentage of tourists from America and England put together is 80.
C) The Percentage of tourists from other countries is higher than all other countries/
(6-10) Read the following story carefully.
One day while a sage was going through a jungle, he saw two rams lighting each other.
Even though both were wounded, and blood was oozing out from their heads and bodies, they did not stop
fighting and rammed at each other. At the same times, a hungry jackal was passing by. When he saw all the
blood, he started licking the blood from the round without coming for the fighting rams.
Watching all this, the sage thought to himself, This jackal is a foal as it has become greedy by
the small of blood. It he comes between the fighting rams, It will get rammed and set hurt himself. No sooner
had the sage thought of it, The Jackal craving for more blood came nearer to the fighting rams, and get
caught in the middle of their light.
Both the rams rammed into him by mistake. He got hit on his head and fell down and dead
because he was severely wounded.
Now, answer the following questions.
6. What did the sage see as he was passing through the jungle?
7. How was the jackal tempted as he saw the fighting animals?
8. As a result of the fight, the …………………….

[

]

A) ………….two rams were killed
B)…………..blood flowed out

C) …………..rams rammed each other

9. Looking at the blood……………………..
A)………………..craved for rams me at
B) ………………..was crushed by the two rams and dead.
C)…………………..ran away hurt between the ram

[

]

(6-10) Read the following passage carefully.
“My fifth voyage was made on a trade ship that I owned. Some merchants made them ready to
be my companion.
We soon set fail after days, we threw anchor at a deserted island. There I discovered a rock’s
egg as I had seen on my second voyage. I showed it to m other companions one of them noticed it was
about to hatch. He took his axe and asked the others to break the roc’s egg. I advised them not to do so
but all in vain. They broke the roc’s egg, took the hatchelling, roasted it and ate it up.
Just as they finished eating the roc’s egg, the parent birds flew in. We caw them from far and
all of us rushed to the ship in panic. In minutes, our ship was sailing on the sea waters. But to our
horror, we saw the rocs following out ship overhead. They held huge rocks in their claws which they
dropped on our ship. As the rocks hit the ship it broke into pieces and sunk with all my companions on
board. By sheer luck I survived when large waves swept me on to the shores of an Island.
Now arranged the following sentences in a sequential and meaningful order.
1. We anchored at an island.
2. The parent birds flew in when they finished eating.
3. He took his are.
4. They dropped the huge rocks in the ship.
5. I showed the egg to my friends.
Creative Writing:
The climatic conditions are changing very fast. The day temperatures are reaching terrible levels. The
patterns of rainfall are not the same every year. Every one in the society is worried. You feel that we have to
act immediately and do something to improve climatic conditions.
Write a letter to your friend K.Ramesh explaining to him the importance of planting trees, rain
harvesting technique like soaking pits and prevention of wastage of water imagine that you are T.Suresh.
Biographical Sketch & story
Write the help of the given clues, Write a bio sketch / profile of Subhash Chandra Bose using the
information given below.
Name

:

Subhash Chandra Bose

Contribution :

Immense Freedom Fighter

Career

Left Civil Services after the jallianwal Bagh massacre.

:

Achievements:

Joined Freedom struggle established, Indian National Army.

Motto

:

Give me blood and I will give you freedom.

Death

:

Killed in Air Crash over Taipei, Taiu (for mosa) on August 18,1945

